
 

 

 

 

 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:   

 

Community Bey-B Shower returns for its second year at Navus House 

● September 15, 2018 at 1515 Boyle Street, Pittsburgh, PA 15212 

● Distributing baby and other domestic supplies to pregnant or black people in our community 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pittsburgh, PA- Black Femme Excellence Co and CoCoHaus are addressing Pittsburgh’s disparate infant 

mortality rate with a Community Bey-B Shower. The Everything Is Love themed event will take place at the 

Northside’s Navus House on September 15, 2018 from 12-6 PM. The event is open to pregnant or recently 

pregnant women of color. 

 

In its second year, this Beyonce-themed community baby shower was originally conceived by the Penny For 

your Thots Collective and inspired by the pregnancy of Queen Bey herself. This event is in response to the 

unsettling reality that black and brown babies in Pittsburgh have a mortality rate almost 3 times higher than 

the rest of the city, and one of the highest infant mortality rates in the nation. The purpose of the event is to 

distribute baby and other domestic supplies and resources to pregnant black people in our community, and to 

celebrate black life.  

 

Over 20 mothers have registered for the event and will receive baby needs and other resources at no cost. The 

day’s program will include workshops and activities with local doulas, midwives and cultural workers and will 

cover prenatal and postnatal education, holistic wellness, depression, the roles of doulas and midwives, home 

 

http://bit.ly/BeyBShower2018


 

birth, early childhood education and more. Maternity photoshoots, games, henna, food and a gifting ceremony 

will also be featured.  

 

We are currently seeking sponsorship and assistance form the community as we continue to gather resources 

and items for the event. Supporters can donate directly to the GoFundMe or by purchasing items directly from 

the Amazon Wishlist. For additional questions or press inquiries, contact Tye Clarke at 412-654-3070 or 

Tye@CoCoHaus.co. 
 

Visit our webpage to learn more. 

 

### 

 

About CoCoHaus:  CoCoHaus Creative Solutions is a boutique consulting agency who is cultivating creatives of 

color to advance Pittsburgh’s cultural landscape. Through consultations, culturally centered events and 

enrichment opportunities we ensure that black creatives remain at the forefront of the cultural landscape, not 

only as content creators, but as administrators, leaders and executors of their vision. 

 

For more information: 

Tye Clarke 

Co-Founder 

Tye@CoCoHaus.co 

412.654.3070 

 

About Black Femme Excellence Co: Black Femme Excellence Co is a collective that centers the leadership, 

needs, and merit of Black Femmes. Our primary focus is mobilizing our communities when crises arise 

disproportionately affecting black people (health+wealth), hosting actions to guide policy change, providing 

consultation to other organizations who seek intersectionality, and curating spaces where black joy can thrive. 

 

For more information: 

Sueno Del-Mar 

Co-Founder 

BlackFemmeExcellenceCo@gmail.com 

412.874.2073 

 

Thank you you to our sponsors: Allegheny County Health Department & PA Project Launch, B. LaRae 

Photography,  Blood Eagle Tattoo, Jay White Media, Mixtape Lounge, One PA, Persad Center, United Steel 

Workers Local 3657, Revive Marketing, WITCH Magazine and many more! 
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